PLEASE SIGN THIS PORTION IF YOU (MAY) NEED TO BORROW MEDICAL EQUIPMENT:

(FOR BERKLEY AND JEFFERSON COUNTY RESIDENTS)

BUYER OR RECIPIENT AGREEMENT

(FOR USED MEDICAL EQUIPMENT (“AS IS” CONDITION))

GSIVC sometimes finds that an excess of a specific type of donated, but used, medical equipment is creating a storage or space problem for the organization. In such a case, GSIVC may sell (for a nominal fee) or donate the item “as is”, with no express nor implied warranties of safety and operation by GSIVC, Inc.

Those using any medical equipment should consult their physician or licensed health care provider prior to use, and use only as suggested by such person or persons. GSIVC, Inc. is not responsible for any injury incurred or damage caused by any use of such equipment.

Buyer or Recipient understands that the equipment has been previously used, may not operate properly, assumes all risk for the use of the equipment and further agrees to release GSIVC, Inc. from any and all liability related to use of the equipment.

I HAVE READ AND AGREED TO BE A BUYER OR RECIPIENT:

Signature: ___________________________________ Date: _________________________________